MANGROVE

MANGROVE
Side table

Design by EOOS | Item code: 066133 | Weight 5,6 kg /12 lbs | Volume 0,08 m³/3 cu ft

51
20

Measurements

ø 40
ø 15

ø 40
ø 15

cm
inch

Collection: Conceived by design collective EOOS, MANGROVE is a versatile range of tables that complements all
DEDON collections. Its base is made of inclined supports that closely resemble the distinctive trunk of the tree after
which it is named. With slits in the circular tabletop to let light circulate and shimmer, MANGROVE subtly highlights the
nuances of nature.
Side table: Produced in painted metal, this MANGROVE Side Table appears delicate and organic yet is strong and
sturdy. It was designed to complement all DEDON collections.
Frame: Item features catalytic-treated steel table top and stainless steel legs.
Finishing: Polyester powder-coated finishing helps give tabletops and legs resistance to harsh weather conditions.
Characteristics: Innovativ, markant, organisch, robust, vielseitig, praktisch
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Colors

001
pure white

317
black pepper

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

MANGROVE
Coffee table

Design by EOOS | Item code: 066182 | Weight 18,9 kg /42 lbs | Volume 0,28 m³/10 cu ft

43
17

Measurements

ø 80

ø 80

cm
inch

Collection: Conceived by design collective EOOS, MANGROVE is a versatile range of tables that complements all
DEDON collections. Its base is made of inclined supports that closely resemble the distinctive trunk of the tree after
which it is named. With slits in the circular tabletop to let light circulate and shimmer, MANGROVE subtly highlights the
nuances of nature.
Coffee table: Produced in painted metal, this MANGROVE Coffee Table appears delicate and organic yet is strong and
sturdy. It was designed to complement all DEDON collections.
Frame: Item features catalytic-treated steel table top and stainless steel legs.
Finishing: Polyester powder-coated finishing helps give tabletops and legs resistance to harsh weather conditions.
Characteristics: Innovativ, markant, organisch, robust, vielseitig, praktisch
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Colors

001
pure white

317
black pepper

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

MANGROVE
Coffee table

Design by EOOS | Item code: 066172 | Weight 18,7 kg /41 lbs | Volume 0,29 m³/10 cu ft

43
17

Measurements

65

105

cm
inch

Collection: Conceived by design collective EOOS, MANGROVE is a versatile range of tables that complements all
DEDON collections. Its base is made of inclined supports that closely resemble the distinctive trunk of the tree after
which it is named. With slits in the circular tabletop to let light circulate and shimmer, MANGROVE subtly highlights the
nuances of nature.
Coffee table: Produced in painted metal, this MANGROVE Coffee Table appears delicate and organic yet is strong and
sturdy. It was designed to complement all DEDON collections.
Frame: Item features catalytic-treated steel table top and stainless steel legs.
Finishing: Polyester powder-coated finishing helps give tabletops and legs resistance to harsh weather conditions.
Characteristics: Innovativ, markant, organisch, robust, vielseitig, praktisch
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Colors

001
pure white

317
black pepper

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

